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Welcome to the LBBL: Sunshine Smashers Tournament!

The Leiden Blood Bowl League is organizing the Sunshine Smashers Tournament   
at the Tafelridder in Leiden!

The tournament will be held on Sunday June 2, 2024, at 10:30 AM at the Tafel-
ridder, Oude Herengracht 11A, Leiden, Zuid-Holland, Netherlands.

All necessary information can be found in this document. The LBBL supplements 
this document where necessary and a newer version may exist prior to the tourna-

ment. Always be sure to check the latest version.



LBBL: Sunshine Smashers Tournament
The tournament consists of four rounds of 
Blood Bowl Sevens.

TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE

PRIZES & AWARDS

TOURNAMENT WINNER - CHAMPION

RUNNER UP

BIGGEST BASHER

COOLEST OPPONENT

TOURNAMENT FORMAT

WHAT TO BRING?

10:30 - Walk-in and registration
11:00 - Round 01
12:15 - BREAK
12:45 - Round 02
14:00 - Round 03
15:15 - Round 04
16:30 - Award ceremony16:30 - Award ceremony
17:30 - End of tournament 

Coaches are randomly paired for the rst match. 
Matches 2, 3 and 4 will be paired in a Swiss 
format (highest ranked teams against high 
ranked teams and vice versa. We strive to 
avoid double matches whenever possible. 

This tournament has a resurrection format, 
teams start each match with the basic 
composition as at the start of the composition as at the start of the 
tournament (no SPPs or permanent Casualties 
are applied).

Matches last 75 minutes consisting of 60 
minutes of playing time, 5 minutes for the very minutes of playing time, 5 minutes for the very 
last turn and 10 minutes to change tables and 
start the next match. Coaches are reminded at 
30 minutes and 15 minutes to play. Coaches 
have 2:30 minutes per turn.

Once the end time is called, coaches are given a 
maximum of 5 minutes to nish the current turn 
and then the game must 
end.

Bring a team and players that are clearly marked 
and recognizable (Teams do not have to be 
painted, but we think the game looks better if 
they are!)

Three 'Block' dice, two D6, one D8 and one D16 
dice. Preferably o cial Blood Bowl dice.

Throw-in, Scatter and Pass templates.

A custom playing eld A custom playing eld (may be homemade as 
long as the size and proportion of the eld and 
squares match the o cial playing eld. There are 
some spare playelds but not nearly enough to 
supply everyone.

The LBBL uses Tourplay, make sure you can The LBBL uses Tourplay, make sure you can 
access your own and your opponent's roster 
with a smartphone or tablet. Learn more 
about Tourplay on page four.
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Each pitch is numbered so the coaches can 
easily nd their opponent and game table. 

The true champion (highest number of
tournament points).

The team nishing second.

The team inicting the most casualties.

The coach you enjoyed playing against most.



NAF SANCTIONED

TIEBREAKERS

FINAL DECISION

COOLEST COACH AWARD

WHO IS THE COOLEST COACH?

SHOW YOUR TEAM!

This tournament has NAF recognition
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APPLICATION
Please no later than 2 weeks in advance;
- Purchase your ticket for the tournament via 
www.tafelridder.nl
- Register for the tournament, via: 
www.leidenbloodbowlleague.nl
- Register your team, team name and full roster - Register your team, team name and full roster 
on Tourplay.net. Instructions for Tourplay can be 
found on page four.

SCORING TOURNAMENT POINTS
Several tournament points can be earned per 
match, see the chart below:

- 20 points per WIN
- 10 points per DRAW
- 00 points per DEFEAT

- 01 points per TOUCHDOWN (Max. 5 pt)
- 01 points per CASUALTY* (Max. 5 pt)
- 03 points for perfect Defense - 03 points for perfect Defense (no TD against).

*Casualties: All casualties that occur against your 
opponent during your turn of play. I.e. Blocks, 
Fouls, Surng, Secret Weapons, thrown or kicked 
players.

In the event of a tie (nal) position, a tiebreaker 
will be triggered. The tiebreaker proceeds as fol-
lows:

1. Score (direct confrontations)
2. TD Difference (direct confrontations)
3. TD Difference
4. CAS Difference (direct confrontations)
5. CAS Difference5. CAS Difference
6. Current Team Value (lowest)

When it comes to rules and tie-breakers, please 
support us in making good decisions and accept 
that for a smooth 
running of the tournament, the decision of the 
tournament organizer is nal.

At the start of Round 1, each coach will receive a 
Coolest coach nomination form. Keep this and 
nominate a coach toward the end of Round 4 for 
the Coolest Coach Award. The coach with the 
most nominations will win the Award.

That's entirely up to you! Who did you like to 
play against most? What coach was most 
supportive or the best sport?

We ask all coaches to put their team on display 
during intermission. This way we can see all the 
teams, the wonderful painting and all the crea-
tivity on display. Nothing is mandatory and we 
assume the good in everyone but unfortunately 
at your own risk.
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PERMITTED TEAMS

BLOOD BOWL SEVENS 
TEAM COMPOSITION

INDUCEMENTS

TEAM VALUE - 600.000 GP

EXHIBITION PLAY

STAR PLAYERS

WEATHER TABLE - SUMMER

BLOOD BOWL SEVENS

RULE EXCEPTION: KICK OFF

EXTRA SKILLS | IMPROVEMENT PACK

The LBBL: Sunshine Smashers Tournament 
allows the following teams (races):

All standard Blood Bowl 2020 teams, including:
- All teams in the BB2020 Rulebook
- Teams from the Spike! Magazines
- Teams from the o cial "Teams of Legend PDF
- Teams allowed by the NAF

All coaches may spend 600,000 gold pieces 
spend to assemble their team, with the 
conditions below.

For this tournament, teams must be assembled 
using the Exhibition game rules on p101-102 of 
the Blood Bowl 2020 rulebook.

Star players are not allowed.

Blood Bowl Sevens is played according to the 
rules described in the Death Zone 2021 Rule-
book.

The LBBL applies an exception to the Death 
Zone 2021 rules for the kicko. The ball may land 
in the opponent's zone including the neutral 
zone in the middle of the eld. All other rules are 
the same.

Blood Bowl Sevens applies a limit of the total 
number of "non lineman" players to a maximum 
of 4. These composition rules can be found in 
the Death Zone 2021 Rulebook.

The LBBL is using Deathzone's Summer Weather 
Table, page 77, thematically for the 
LBBL: Sunshine Smashers Tournament. 

Inducements are procured during team forma-
tion and become a permanent part of the team. 
They can be used every match.

With the exception of Mercenaries and Special 
Play Cards, all Inducements from page 93 of the 
Death Zone Rulebook can be used.

All teams may assign their players a number of 
skills based on the chart below based on Tiers.

Tier 1: 2 Primary Skills
Tier 2: 2 Primary Skills & 1 Secondary Skill
Tier 3: 2 Primary Skills & 2 Secondary Skills

Please note:
- No player may receive more than 1 skill.
- A Primary skill may be chosen in place of a - A Primary skill may be chosen in place of a 
Secondary skill if the coach wishes.
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Please register your team and roster on Tour-
play.net using this link:
https://tourplay.net

Search for LBBL Sunshine Smashers and nd the 
right edition.

If you don't have an account yet, create one.

Click on the yellow button: Register. Fill in your Click on the yellow button: Register. Fill in your 
team, team name and color. You may leave the 
boxes at 'Other information' blank.

In the next screen, click on your own team. A 
page opens where you can create your own 
team; sideline staff, players, inducements and 
an improvement pack. After this your 
registration in Tourplay is complete.

Follow the Leiden Blood Bowl League on social 
media and other ways:

TOURPLAY REGISTRATION

TEAM TIERS
All teams are divided into Tiers, see the list 
below:

Tier 1: Amazon (2022), Chaos Dwarf*, Dark Elf, 
Dwarf, High Elf*, Lizardmen, Norse, Undead, 
Skaven, Underworld, Wood Elf.

Tier 2Tier 2: Black Orc, Chaos Chosen, Chaos Rene-
gade, Elven Union, Human, Imperial Nobility, 
Khorne, Necromantic, Nurgle, Orc, Old World Alli-
ance, Slann (NAF) Tomb Kings*, Vampire.

Tier 3: Gnome, Goblin, Haling, Ogre, Snotling.

* = Team of Legend

USING TOURPLAY

TOURPLAY QUESTIONS

CONTACT

During a match you can record all events in Tour-
play. Together with your opponent you start the 
match and tap the pencil (bottom right) to enter 
statistics/events. Most of it is self-explanatory. 

In the case of a Casualty, the attacking side lls 
in the Casualty and the receiving side lls in the 
Injury. For the tournament it is important to 
enter all touchdowns and casualties. The other 
statistics are optional but fun to keep track of.
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The organization manages the Tourplay tourna-
ment page and can always help you with ques-
tions or problems. If something is not clear or 
entered incorrectly, please report it to the LBBL 
organization.
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